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ABSTRACT
We derive limits on any electromagnetic counterpart to the compact binary merger S190814bv,
whose parameters are consistent with the merger of a black hole and a neutron star. We present
observations with the new wide-field optical imager DDOTI dand also consider Swift/BAT
observations reported by Palmer et al. (2019). We show that Swift/BAT would have detected a
counterpart with similar properties to a typical on-axis short GRB at the 98 per cent confidence
level, whereas our DDOTI observations only rule out such a counterpart at the 27 per cent
confidence level. Neither have sufficient sensitivity to rule out an off-axis counterpart like GW
170817. We compare the efficiency of Swift/BAT and DDOTI for future observations, and
show that DDOTI is likely to be about twice as efficient as Swift/BAT for off-axis events up to
about 100 Mpc.
Key words: gravitational waves – stars: black holes – stars: neutron – binaries: close –
gamma-ray burst: general
1 INTRODUCTION
Compact binary mergers are exciting probes of stellar evolutionary
pathways, the physics of matter at nuclear density, nucleosynthesis,
gravitational waves, the birth of black holes, and the large-scale
structure of the Universe (Wheeler 1971; Lattimer & Schramm
1974). LIGO andVirgo have opened the gravitational wave universe
to astronomy (Abbott et al. 2016) and revealed spectacular results on
binary black-hole mergers and the detection of the binary neutron-
star merger GW170817 both in gravitational waves and in light as
an off-axis short gamma-ray burst (SGRB) with a kilonova (Abbott
et al. 2017a,b; Coulter et al. 2017).
The recent merger event S190814bv (Mo et al. 2019a,b) is the
first to have parameters that are consistent with the merger of a black
hole (BH) and a neutron star (NS), a class of event whose viability
as a source of gravitational waves and electromagnetic emission had
been explored but remained hitherto unobserved (Lee & Ramirez-
Ruiz 2007; Nakar 2007). At the time of writing, three other likely
BH-NS mergers have been detected (Badaracco et al. 2018; Minaz-
zoli et al. 2018a,b), but these events have much higher false-alarm
rates and are either more distant, much less well localized, or both.
LIGO and Virgo provide detections, approximate 3D positions
with uncertainties of 10–1000 deg2, and basic parameters of the
merging and merged objects. However, electromagnetic observa-
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tions can lead to a much better understanding of the consequences
of the merger and its relation to other astrophysical phenomena. A
necessary step in this development is the localization of the event
to the precision necessary for observations with narrow-field instru-
ments. One option is space-based, wide-field γ-ray imaging with
Swift/BAT. A second is ground-based, narrow-field optical imaging
of individual catalogued galaxies in the detection volume (Gehrels
et al. 2016), which worked spectacularly well in the case of GW
170817 (Coulter et al. 2017) and which we pursue with our narrow-
field telescopes. A final possibility is ground-based, wide-field op-
tical imaging with instruments such as ZTF (Bellm et al. 2019),
ATLAS (Tonry et al. 2018), Pan-STARRS1 (Hodapp et al. 2004),
DECam (Flaugher et al. 2015),MASTER-Net (Lipunov et al. 2010),
GOTO (O’Brien 2018), MeerLICHT (Bloemen et al. 2016), KMT-
Net (Kim et al. 2016), the TAROT telescopes in the GRANDMA
collaboration (Antier et al. 2019), or our own DDOTI (Watson et
al. 2016b). In these instruments there are trade-offs between aper-
ture, field, and cost, and DDOTI represents one extreme, having the
widest field (69 deg2), one of the smallest apertures (28 cm), and
one of the lowest costs (about US$350,000 for hardware). The two
ground-based approaches are not completely disjoint. For example,
we often pass marginal candidates detected by DDOTI for confir-
mation with our more sensitive, narrow-field instruments RATIR
(Butler et al. 2012; Watson et al. 2012) and COATLI (Watson et al.
2016a).
Limits on the electromagnetic behaviour ofBH-NSmergers are
© 2020 The Authors
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a vital step in constraining the properties and nature of these events.
In this paper we discuss limits on any electromagnetic counterpart to
S190814bv provided by observations with Swift/BAT and DDOTI.
For DDOTI, the results presented here build on the initial report of
Dichiara et al. (2019). We then generalize our analysis to consider
the efficiencies of the two instruments for localizing the counterparts
of future events, and show that DDOTI is likely to be quite efficient
especially for off-axis events up to about 100 Mpc.
2 OBSERVATIONS
2.1 LIGO and Virgo Observations
Mo et al. (2019a,b) reported the compact binary merger event
S190814bv detected at T = 2019 August 14 21:10:39.013 UTC
by both of the LIGO detectors and the Virgo detector. The detection
was highly significant, with a false alarm rate of about 10−25 yr.
The sky maps were progressively refined. The first was gener-
ated atT+0.35 h used BAYESTAR (Singer & Price 2016), included
data from only the LIGO Livingston and Virgo detectors, and had
a 90 per cent area of 772 deg2. An update at T + 1.79 h added data
from the LIGOHanford detector and reduced the 90 per cent area to
38 deg2. A further update atT +11.94 h used LALInference (Veitch
et al. 2015), further reduced the 90 per cent area to 23 deg2, and
gave a luminosity distance of 267 ± 52 Mpc (1σ uncertainty). This
distance corresponds to a redshift of z = 0.059 ± 0.011.
The LALInference analysis gave a 99.8 probability for amerger
with m1 ≥ 5M and m2 ≤ 3M , a possible NS-BH merger, but
negligible probability of material outside the merged object accord-
ing to equation (4) of Foucart, Hinderer & Nissanke (2018). At the
time of writing, this is the only public information on the nature of
the merger.
2.2 γ-ray Observations
Upper limits on transient γ-ray emission from any counterpart to
S190814bv close to the merger time were given by Molkov et al.
(2019) for INTEGRAL/SPI-ACS, Kocevski (2019) for Fermi/GBM,
Pilia et al. (2019) for AGILE/MCAL, Palmer et al. (2019) for
Swift/BAT, Cai et al. (2019) for Insight-HXMT/HE, and Svinkin
et al. (2019) for Konus-Wind.
The most sensitive limits are from Swift/BAT. Palmer et al.
(2019) report a 5σ upper limit on the 15–350 keV flux of 1.17 ×
10−7 erg s−1 cm−2 in 1 s assuming a typical SGRB spectrum and
a coverage 99.8 per cent of probability in the updated BAYESTAR
map.
2.3 DDOTI Observations
DDOTI (http://ddoti.astroscu.unam.mx/) is a wide-field,
optical, robotic imager located at theObservatorio AstronómicoNa-
cional (OAN) on the Sierra de San Pedro Mártir in Mexico (Watson
et al. 2016b). It employs an ASTELCO Systems NTM-500 mount
with six Celestron RASA 28-cm astrographs each with an unfiltered
Finger Lakes Instrumentation ML50100 front-illuminated CCD de-
tector, an adapter of our own design and manufacture that allows
static tip-tilt adjustment of the detector, and a modified Starlight
Instruments motorized focuser. Each telescope has a field of about
3.4 × 3.4 deg with 2.0 arcsec pixels. The individual fields are ar-
ranged on the sky in a 2 × 3 grid to give a total field of 69 deg2.
We observed the main region of probability in the updated
Figure 1. The DDOTI image in greyscale. The grid shows J2000 equatorial
coordinates with grid-lines every 2 deg. The contours show the 2D proba-
bility density from LALInference, with contours at 50 per cent, 10 per cent,
and 1 per cent of peak. The DDOTI observations cover about 100 deg2, in-
cluding the entire dominant region of probability and the bright stars β Cet
and α Scl, the nearby galaxies NGC 247 and NGC 253, and the globular
cluster NGC 288.
BAYESTARmap betweenT+10.80 h andT+14.74 h (2019August
15 07:58 and 11:55 UTC). The midpoint of the observations is at
T +12.8 h. We obtained multiple exposures each of 60 s at different
pointings. Because of partial overlapping, the total exposure varies
from 1020 to 2820 s. The observing conditions were far from ideal:
the target was at airmasses between 2.8 and 1.9, the 99.9 per cent
illuminated moon was above the horizon and about 46 deg from
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the target, and about one third of the exposures were taken during
astronomical twilight.
Our imaging pipeline subtracts dark images, performs itera-
tive alignment taking into account atmospheric refraction and op-
tical distortions, iteratively estimates and removes the background,
resamples to a common pixel grid, performs clipping about the me-
dian to remove spurious data and satellite trails, and finally creates
a variance-weighted coadded image. It uses astrometry.net (Lang
et al. 2010) for alignment and swarp (Bertin 2010) for stacking.
Our photometry pipeline uses sextractor (Bertin & Arnouts
1996) for source detection and photometry in the naturalwABmag-
nitude system of DDOTI. It uses two aperture diameters, of 3- and
9-times the median stellar FWHM in the image; the difference, for
brighter stars and after spatial filtering, is used to estimate the aper-
ture correction, which is then applied locally to the smaller aperture.
The calibration is against the APASS DR10 catalog (Henden et al.
2018) and uses our measured transformation of w ≈ r +0.23(g−r).
The photometry pipeline determines a photometric normalization
for each exposure and feeds this back into the imaging pipeline
to iteratively correct transparency variations. Our final catalog is
produced from the final corrected, coadded image.
The final DDOTI image is shown in Figure 1. The coverage is
about 100 deg2, including the entire dominant region in the LAL-
Inference probability map, the median 10σ limiting magnitude is
wmax = 17.95, and the mode of the FWHM of the stars with signal-
to-noise ratios of greater than 20 is 6.2 arcsec.
Our transients pipeline filters the catalog to identify likely
counterparts. It eliminates sources within one FWHM of a USNO-
B1 or APASS catalog source, clustered detections (more than 2),
near very bright (R < 13) catalogue stars, near any known minor
planets whose positions are supplied by the Minor Planet Center’s
mpchecker service, and whose fluxes in partitions of the data are
not consistent with their flux in the final image.
Our final significance level for candidates is set by a number of
considerations. One is the desired statistical false alarm probability.
Our observations focus on 23 deg2 and we have a typical FWHM of
about 6.2 arcsec, sowe have roughly 7.8×106 independent elements.
For a confidence level of 99 per cent, the appropriate significance is
6σ. A second is the efficiency of our catalog filtering, which in our
experience on null fields works well to 10σ but not to fainter levels.
Finally, in sufficiently deep fields we begin to detect large numbers
of real but unrelated astrophysical transients. For S190814bv, the
relevant significance level is 10σ, from the efficiency of our filtering
in the transients pipeline.
We detect no candidate counterparts at the 10σ level. Cor-
recting for the estimated Galactic extinction (Schlafly & Finkbeiner
2011) of Aw ≈ Ar + 0.23(Ag − Ar ) ≈ 0.04, this corresponds to
wlim,0 = 17.91.
3 COMPARISON TO ON-AXIS SGRBS
In this section we consider whether the counterpart of S190814bv
might have been an on-axis SGRB. We do this by comparing the
limits on emission from any counterpart to the properties of a sample
of observed SGRBs. (We note that by “on-axis” and “off-axis” we
refer to the orientation of the GRB jet with respect to the observer
and not to the position of the GRB with respect to the instrument
boresight.)
The sample of observed SGRBs is the subset of the sample of
Fong et al. (2015) with spectroscopic redshifts, supplemented with
GRBs 060505 (Ofek et al. 2007), 060614 (Gal-Yam et al. 2006;
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Figure 2. The mean probability of detection P¯det for an on-axis SGRB as
a function of luminosity distance D within the field of Swift/BAT (solid),
DDOTI in good conditions with wlim = 19.5 (dashed), and DDOTI in poor
conditions with wlim = 17.9 (dotted). For DDOTI, the delay is assumed
to be 12.8 h, which is appropriate for our observations of S190814bv and
is expected to be typical. Also shown is the 3σ range for the distance to
S190814bv of 267 ± 156 Mpc.
Della Valle et al. 2006), 111117A (Sakamoto et al. 2012), 150423A
(Malesani et al. 2015), and 160821B (Troja et al. 2019). We take
redshifts and optical observations from these references. We take γ-
ray fluences S and durations T90 uniformly from Lien et al. (2016).
The sample contains 34 SGRBs with redshifts, all but one of which
(GRB 050709) were discovered by Swift, and includes 8 SGRBs
with extended emission (T90 > 2 s). The redshift range is 0.089 to
2.609.
We note that our sample clearly has uncorrected biases. For
example, the SGRB must have had an X-ray localization and must
have had either a bright afterglow or a nearby galaxy which allowed
the determination of its redshift. We therefore must be careful not
to place too much weight on the precise values determined from the
subsequent analysis. Nevertheless, the results are indicative.
3.1 γ-ray Emission
The 5σ limits from Swift/BAT reported by Palmer et al. (2019) are
our most sensitive limits on γ-ray emission from any counterpart.
(The flight trigger system is complex but effectively works at about
8σ.) Although S190814bv was closer than any of the SGRBs in
our sample, the background rate and hence the sensitivity do vary
(Barthelmy et al. 2005), so we will perform a brief calculation to
confirm our expectation that the non-detection rules out an on-axis
SGRB.
Palmer et al. (2019) give a 5σ upper limit on the 15–350 keV
flux of 1.17 × 10−7 erg s−1 cm−2 in 1 s assuming a typical SGRB
spectrum. To permit direct comparison to the sample of SGRBs,
we convert this to a 15–150 keV flux using their stated power-law
spectrum, then assume thatT90 is approximately equal to the optimal
detection interval, and obtain a limit on the 15–150 keV fluence of
6.6 × 10−8(T90/1 s)1/2 erg cm−2.
The observed fluence S and durationT90 of a given SGRB scale
with redshift z and luminosity distance D such that SD2(1 + z)Γ−2
and T90(1 + z)−1 are constant. Here we have assumed that the low-
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energy γ-ray photon flux of a SGRB is a power-law E−Γ and take
Γ = 1.3 as typical for SGRBs. For the relation between D and z,
we assume a ΛCDM universe with cosmological parameters from
Planck Collaboration et al. (2018). Thus, we can determine the
fluence and duration that each SGRB in the sample would have as a
function ofD and compare this to the detection limit.We can further
determine the mean probability of detection P¯det for the sample as
a function of distance D, and we show this in Figure 2.
With one exception, BAT would easily detect all of the SGRBs
in the sample over the distance range to S190814bv. That exception
is GRB 150101B, which is expected to be detected only out to
about 250 Mpc. That this is the outlier is not surprising; it has the
lowest fluence of all SGRBs in our sample and one of the lowest
redshifts. That GRB 150101B would be a marginal 5σ detection
at z = 0.059 whereas it was actually an 8.5σ detection (Lien et
al. 2016) at z = 0.134 seems counterintuitive, but the difference
in significance can be understood if the BAT background noise
was lower at the time of detection of GRB 150101B. Assuming
a Gaussian distribution for the distance to S190814bv, the mean
detection probability is 98.5 per cent.
Combining the 99.8 per cent coverage reported by Palmer et al.
(2019) and the 98.5 per cent detection probability determined here,
we conclude that if the counterpart to S190814bv had properties
similar to those of the observed sample of on-axis SGRBs, there is
a probability of about 98.3 per cent that it would have been detected
by Swift/BAT. That is, as expected, it is almost certain that any
counterpart with properties similar to those of the observed sample
of on-axis SGRBs would have been seen by Swift/BAT.
3.2 Optical Emission
The observed optical flux density Fν of a given SGRB afterglow
scales with redshift z, luminosity distance D, and observed delay t
such that FνD2tα(1+ z)β−α is constant. Here we have assumed that
the optical flux density behaves as Fν ∝ t−αν−β and take α = 1 and
β = 0.7 as typical of SGRB afterglows. Thus, we can determine the
optical flux density that each SGRB in the sample would have at
12.8 h as a function of D and compare this to the DDOTI detection
limit of wlim,0 = 17.91. Most of our sample have observations in
r , but some have observations in g or i. For our adopted spectrum,
we note that g − r ≈ 0.21, r − i ≈ 0.15, and w − r ≈ 0.05. We
can further determine the mean probability of detection P¯det for the
sample as a function of distance D.
edWe have only upper limits on the observed flux density for
13 of the 34 SGRBs. We can define an optimistic case, in which
the actual magnitude is just below the upper limit, and a pessimistic
case, in which the actual magnitude is so far below the upper limit
that the SGRB is never detected by DDOTI. These will bracket the
actual detection probability. However, for simplicity we will work
with the neutral probability, the average of those in the optimistic and
pessimistic cases. This probability is shown as a function of distance
in Figure 2. Assuming a Gaussian distribution for the distance to
S190814bv, the mean detection probability is 34 per cent in the
optimistic case, 25 per cent in the pessimistic case, and 30 per cent
in the neutral case.
The LALInference 2Dmap contains twomain regions of prob-
ability, a dominant one at (α, δ) = (12.83,−25.24) deg (J2000) and
a secondary one about 12 deg to the southeast. The DDOTI obser-
vations, shown in Figure 1, cover the entire dominant region and
contain 89.6 per cent of the probability.
Combining the 89.6 per cent coverage and the 30 per cent de-
tection probability,we conclude that if the counterpart to S190814bv
had properties similar to those of the observed sample of on-axis
SGRB afterglows, there is a probability of about 27 per cent that it
would have been detected by DDOTI.
4 COMPARISON TO GW 170817
The compact binary merger GW 170817 was associated with GRB
170817A and the kilonova AT2017gfo (Coulter et al. 2017; Abbott
et al. 2017b). AT2017gfo was observed to have r = 17.14 ± 0.08
and g − r = 0.18 ± 0.11 at about 0.5 d (Pian et al. 2017) at a
distance of about 40 Mpc (Abbott et al. 2017b). This magnitude
corresponds to w ≈ 17.2 in the DDOTI system. Our upper limit of
wlim,0 = 17.9 suggests that our observations would have detected
AT2017gfo only out to about 55Mpc, which is much closer than the
±3σ derived distance range of 110–420 Mpc for S190814bv (Mo
et al. 2019b). Our result is similar to that of Palmer et al. (2019),
who showed that the γ-ray emission of a event like GRB 170817A
associated with S190814bv would have been detected by Swift/BAT
to a distance of only about 70 Mpc. Neither of these observations
place a strong constraint on the presence of a counterpart associated
with S190814bv similar to that of GW 170817.
5 DISCUSSION
5.1 The Possible Counterpart to S190814bv
We have shown that the non-detection of γ-ray emission nearly si-
multaneous with the merger event, reported by Palmer et al. (2019),
conclusively rules out a counterpart similar to a typical on-axis
SGRB. This is consistent with our non-detection of an on-axis after-
glow with DDOTI, although this non-detection is not so conclusive.
Nevertheless, the elimination of an on-axis SGRB counterpart
is not especially surprising for this event. The prediction of Foucart,
Hinderer & Nissanke (2018), evaluated with parameters from LAL-
Inference (Veitch et al. 2015;Mo et al. 2019b), is that the merger left
no material beyond the event horizon of the merged object, which
suggests a relatively large mass ratio q and relatively low BH spin.
A large mass ratio is consistent with the public limit of q ≥ 5/3. We
also note that the publicly available information is also consistent
with the secondary being a low-mass m2 ≤ 3M BH rather than
a NS. Finally, even if the counterpart had been similar to a normal
SGRB, the probability that it would have been observed on-axis is
only 4 per cent for a typical jet angle of 16 deg (Fong et al. 2015).
For this event, neither Swift/BAT not DDOTI have the sen-
sitivity to provide useful constraints on a counterpart similar to
AT2017gfo. That is, neither can rule out an off-axis SGRB, a kilo-
nova, or a similarly faint counterpart.
Once the full parameters of the merger are published, includ-
ing the masses of the components, the highest observed orbital
frequency, and the inclination, we will be in a much better position
to comment on the nature of any possible counterpart.
5.2 Future Searches
LIGOandVirgo typically locate an event to 25–1000 deg2. Searches
for electromagnetic emissions from gravitational wave events serve
two aims. The first is simply detection, but the second is more
precise localization, which permits further study. While we enjoy
a wide range of γ-ray detectors in space, the only one that offers
realistic prospects for precise localizations is Swift/BAT, since other
detectors either have too large positional uncertainties or too small
MNRAS 000, 1–6 (2020)
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detection possibilities. This leads us to the idea that ground-based
searches, which also give localizations, principally compete with or
complement Swift/BAT.
The efficiency of an instrument for localization has three parts:
the availability (the probability that the instrument can observe),
the coverage (the probability of that position of the counterpart is
within the field of view of the observations), and the detectability
(the probability of detection) or the distance limit for detection.
For Swift/BAT, the availability is essentially 100 per cent. How-
ever, its coverage is only about 11 per cent, since the coded field is
about 1.4 sr (Barthelmy et al. 2005). S190814bv was a lucky case
in which the event occurred in the coded field. Swift/BAT is a su-
perb tool for detecting on-axis emission fromGRBs associated with
merger counterparts, with a detection probability above 97 per cent
to 500 Mpc. This is not at all surprising; Swift/BAT was designed
to detect GRBs at cosmological distances and it fulfils these goals
very successfully. However, Swift/BAT is less useful for detecting
off-axis emission except in events closer than about 70 Mpc.
DDOTI, as a dedicated ground-based facility at an excellent
site, has an availability of about 79 per cent: 83 per cent for weather
(Schöck et al. 2009) and 95 per cent for system problems (based
on our experience since the end of commissioning). Its coverage is
about 34 per cent: assuming 75 per cent of events north of −30 deg
declination (for an isotropic distribution of events), 75 per cent
of events at least 4 hours from the Sun (again for an isotropic
distribution of events), and that DDOTI can cover 50 per cent of the
LIGO/Virgo probability map (since DDOTI can cover about 350
deg2 with an exposure of about 1000 seconds in about two hours of
real time, including overheads). The DDOTI detection probability
for a given event depends on the observing conditions, the distance
to the event, and the delay between the event and the observations.
The observations that we report here were in poor conditions and
have wlim ≈ 17.9, but we recently observed the HAWC-190917A
alert in good conditions (close to the zenith andwith themoon below
the horizon) and obtained wlim ≈ 19.5 in a similar integration time
(Watson et al. 2019). The volume-weighted averages of the neutral
detection probability for an on-axis SGRB to 500 Mpc at 12.8 h in
poor and good conditions are 17 per cent and 26 per cent, and so
we take 20 per cent as an approximate global average. Furthermore,
in good conditions the distance to which AT2017gfo could have
been detected rises from 55Mpc to 115 Mpc. For on-axis emission,
observing earlier or later significantly increases or decreases the
afterglow flux density and so the detection probability, but a delay
of 12 h is likely to be typical. For kilonova the temporal evolution
should be slower.
In summary, for on-axis SGRB emission out to 500 Mpc, the
availability-coverage-detectability product for Swift/BAT is about
11 per cent and for DDOTI is about 5 per cent. For off-axis emission
similar to the counterpart to GW 170817, the availability-coverage
probability and detection limit for Swift/BAT are 11 per cent and
about 70 Mpc and for DDOTI are 27 per cent and 55–115 Mpc.
We see that DDOTI is about a factor of two worse than Swift/BAT
for on-axis emission but about a factor of two better for off-axis
emission.
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